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Botswana Okavango Swamps Fly-in Safari 4 Nights/5 Days Fully Inclusive 
 
 

 
Cost per person sharing: 
  
Price on request 
                          
 

Included in price: 
 
All safari flights  
All vehicle transfers 
All accommodation and all meals  
Activities as described 
Entrance fees to Parks  
 
Not included in price: 
 
Tips and alcoholic drinks 
International flights 
 
The exact costs are dependent on the availability of 
the requested lodges 

Itinerary  

Day 1: Royal Tree Lodge 
Lodge near Maun on the Thamalakane River 
On arrival we are driven to our nearby lodge. Out of the hustle and bustle of Maun, the lodge is 
situated in a private game reserve, under a canopy of shady trees. Apart from the spacious and 
luxury rooms on wooden decks, this a the ideal area to take a walk to enjoy the pristine nature 
and view some of the wildlife which includes giraffe, zebra, springbok, ostrich, eland, oryx and 
kudu as well as an extensive variety of bird life. Dinner is served by candlelight on the lodge’s 
expansive teak deck. We can relax in anticipation of the exciting adventure that awaits us over 
the next few days 
 
Day 2: Kanana Camp, Okavango Swamps 
Lodge in the south western Okavango Swamps 
We are transferred to Maun Airport for our flight into the Swamps. Kanana lies on the Xudum 
River. The area encompasses a necklace of islands dotted with palms, figs, ebony and knobthorn 
and is home to a myriad of birds, plants and animals. It is the perfect place to experience the 
diversity of species found in the Okavango Delta. We enjoy a fine lunch and in the afternoon we 
are taken on our first game drive in this special area. At Kanana, guests may choose to game-
drive, go on boat trips, do mekoro trips or simply go on a guided walk. There should be time for all 
of these activities 
 
 
 
 
 

Day 3+4: Kanana Camp, Okavango Swamps 
Lodge in the south western Okavango Swamps 
The morning is the perfect time to explore the crystal clear waterways by Mekoro or motorboat, 
and enjoy the magnificent variety of birds, plant and reptile species found in the area. Birding is 
spectacular, and Kanana hosts a seasonal heronry that teems with activity, a Kanana highlight 
which converts all visitors to avid birdwatchers at first sight. In the afternoon a guided walk is 
highly recommended as is fly or spin fishing for Tilapia, African Pike and Sharptooth Catfish. 
The wet and dry habitat of the area ensures that a wide variety of wildlife is consistently found 
here including the must see elephant, hippo, leopard and lion   
 

Day 5: Departure Day 
We enjoy a special breakfast before departing with our small plane back to Maun to continue 
with our African safari or fly back home 
 

 

 


